Prepositions

e

Exercise 2

pl

When you are trying to find the right word for a gap, always read the whole sentence first (to
understand the meaning). Then look carefully before and after the gap for information that might
help you to find the correct word. For example:
-

looking before:

James won’t lend his camera

-

looking after:

James works

-

looking both sides:

James arrived

me.

11a.m. until 8 p.m.

to
from

Sa
m

the station early.		at

Put one word only in each gap.
Take care – it’s chocolate!

Chocolate is something most (0)

of

us love, but it’s very dangerous (1)

some animals

to eat it. Chocolate contains something called theobromine, and eating just a little can kill an animal such as a cat
or a dog. It’s uncommon to hear about cats getting (2)

trouble in this way because cats aren’t able

to taste sweet food and usually don’t want to eat things with sugar in them. It’s dogs that we really need to worry
. If you leave some chocolate on your living room table (4)

(3)

example, a dog may eat it and become very ill. The amount (5)

eat to become ill depends (6)

accident, for

theobromine that a dog needs to

the animal’s weight; small dogs are, (7)

course, in

more danger than big ones.
So, if you’re (8)

the habit of eating chocolate and you keep an animal in your home, especially a dog,

look after your little friend and make sure nothing happens (9)
lying around, and if you find (10)

it. It’s simple – don’t leave chocolate

that your dog has eaten some, get medical help immediately.

Exercise 3

Sometimes, prepositions seem to make sense (e.g. “lend something to somebody”), but
sometimes they do not (e.g. “insist on”). Some verbs and adjectives have specific prepositions
after them (“succeed in”, “interested in” etc.). Also, a preposition might be part of a common
phrase (“by the time”, “in the end” etc.). So, in general, it is a good idea to learn groups of words,
not just single words – especially when you are trying to improve your use of prepositions.

Choose the right answer.
e.g. The living room floor is
a) covered ✓
1)

b) plenty

Children usually
a) want

30

in broken glass, so be careful.
c) full
sweet food to anything else.
b) prefer

c) like
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